It is shown that when n identical randomly located nodes form a wireless network, the throughput (n) obtainable by each node is ( 1 p n log n ). This result is true whether the situation is homogeneous with the nodes independently and uniformly distributed on the surface S 2 of a sphere, or the nodes are located on a disk in the plane and routing hot spots form in the center.
Introduction
Wireless networks consist of a number of nodes which communicate with each other over a wireless channel. Some wireless networks have a wired backbone with only the last hop being wireless. Examples are cellular voice and data networks and mobile IP. In others, all links are wireless. Examples are multi-hop radio networks or ad hoc networks.
It is to this latter type of all wireless networks that this paper is addressed. Such networks consist of a group of nodes which communicate with each other over a wireless channel without any centralized control; see Figure 1 . Nodes cooperate in routing each others' data packets. Lack of any centralized control and possible node mobility give rise to many issues at the network, medium access, and physical layers, which have no counterparts in the wired networks like internet, or in cellular networks. At the network layer, the main problem is that of routing, which is exacerbated by the time-varying network topology, power constraints, and the characteristics of the wireless channel; see Ramanathan and Steenstrup 1] for an overview. The choice of medium access scheme is also di cult in ad hoc networks due to the time-varying network topology and the lack of centralized control. Use of TDMA or dynamic assignment of frequency bands is complex since there is no centralized control as in cellular networks, FDMA is ine cient in dense networks, CDMA is di cult to implement due to node mobility and the consequent need to keep track of the frequency hopping patterns and/or spreading codes for nodes in the time-varying neighborhood, and random access appears to be the current favorite. The access problem when many nodes transmit to the same receiver has been much studied in the literature ever since the genesis of the ALOHA network, and bounds on the throughput of successful collision free transmissions as well as transmission protocols have been devised; see Gallager 2] . Sharing channels in networks does lead to some new problems associated with \hidden" terminals and \exposed" terminals. The protocols MACA and its extension MACAW, see Karn 3] and Bhargavan et al 4] respectively, use a series of handshake signals to resolve these problems to a certain extent. This has been standardized in the IEEE 802.11 protocol, see 5] . At the physical layer an important issue is that of power control. The transmission power of nodes needs to be regulated so that it is high enough to reach the intended receiver while causing minimal interference at other nodes. Iterative power control algorithms have been devised, see Bambos, Chen and Pottie 6] and Ulukus and Yates 7] .
In this paper we determine the capacity for wireless networks. Due to spatial separation, several transmissions can be made simultaneously under the restriction that no two such transmissions \collide." That is, one can achieve spatial concurrency when the intended receiver on a channel is not within range of other transmitting nodes on the same channel. Our interest is in computing the information-theoretic capacity of wireless networks and for this purpose any transmission schedule is deemed admissible as long as no collisions occur at the intended receivers. Whether the wireless channel is split into several sub-channels of smaller capacity does not alter any of the results in this paper. 1 We study the capacity issue in three settings. In one setting characterized by complete homogeneity, identical nodes are randomly located on the surface of a sphere. In another setting, identical nodes are randomly located on a disk in the plane. In this case, routing hot spots are expected to form at the center of the disk. In either case, we prove that the order of the capacity is the same, 1 p n log n , showing that it is the pervasive need to share the channel locally with other nodes that is the cause of the throughput constriction rather than the formation of hot spots. In the third setting we show that even if the nodes are optimally placed, and the range of each transmission is chosen optimally, the throughput cannot exceed O 1 p n . Actually, even allowing the demands on the network to be arbitrarily distributed, such a network cannot transport more than O( p n) bit-meters/sec. It may be noted that this product of bits carried and the average distance between the source and destination of bits, the bit-distance product, is a valuable indicator of the network's capability.
Let us begin with the setting on the surface of the sphere. Assume that n identical nodes are randomly distributed, independently and uniformly, on the surface S 2 of a three dimensional sphere. We normalize the radius of the sphere to 1 p 4 , so that its surface has unit area. Each node can transmit at W bits/sec over a wireless channel. We shall see that it is immaterial to our results if the channel is broken up into several sub-channels of capacities W 1 ; W 2 ; : : : ; W m as long as P M m=1 W m = W. The nominal range of all transmissions is r(n). Node X i can transmit data to node X j in one hop if their spatial separation is no more than r(n) units, and if there is no other simultaneously transmitting node within a distance (1+ )r(n) of the receiving node X j . The quantity > 0 models imprecision in the achieved range, and also allows for a satisfactory signal to noise ratio. Data packets can be forwarded from one intermediate node to another in multiple hops until they reach their destination. Each node wishes to send (n) bits/sec to a node nearest to a randomly (uniformly) chosen 1 We are grateful to Kimberly King for asking us to be more explicit about the prospects for routing through multiple technologies. De nition: Feasible Throughput. Given the locations of nodes fX i g n i=1 on S 2 , we say that a throughput (n) for each node is feasible if there is a spatial and temporal scheme for scheduling transmissions such that every node can send (n) bits/sec on average to its chosen destination node. That is, there is a < 1 such that in every time interval (i ? 1) ; i ] every node can send (n) bits to its corresponding destination node.
Whether a particular throughput level is feasible may depend on the locations of the nodes, and the destination of each node. These locations are random. So is the destination for the tra c entering each node. As in PAC Learning Theory (see Valiant 8] ), given the randomness involved in the problem statement, we allow for vanishingly small probabilities when de ning the \capacity." Recall Knuth's notation: f(n) = (g(n)) denotes that f(n) = O(g(n)) as well as g(n) = O(f(n)).
De nition: The Capacity of a Wireless Network. We say that the capacity of the class of wireless networks is of order (f(n)) if there are deterministic constants c > 0 and c 0 < +1 such that lim n!1 Prob( (n) = cf(n) is feasible ) = 1; liminf n!1 Prob( (n) = c 0 f(n) is feasible ) < 1:
Our main result is that the capacity of such random wireless networks of identical nodes, whether the nodes are located on the surface of the sphere or on a disk in the plane, is ( 1 p n log n ).
We also consider the situation where the node locations are optimally chosen, the range of each transmission is optimally chosen, and the channel is broken up into several sub-channels with a total bit rate of W bits/sec. We show that even under such a situation, the capacity is no more than O( 1 p n ). This di ers by a factor of no more than 1 p log n from the capacity 5 that can be achieved with the nodes randomly located, each node's range xed at the same value, and with no division of the channel into sub-channels.
A hop count argument gives an insight into some of the tradeo s involved. Consider the random setting. Let the mean distance to be traversed by a packet be L. Then the mean number of hops taken by packets is no less than L r(n) . Thus each node generates at least L (n) r(n) bits/sec of tra c for other nodes. Since the total number of nodes is n, the total tra c is no less than Ln (n) r(n) bits/sec. This has to be served by n nodes each capable of W bits/sec. Thus, for stability, one needs Ln (n) r(n)
nW. An upper bound on the throughput is therefore (n) Wr(n) L . Since the term on the right side grows linearly in r(n), it might appear that to increase the throughput by reducing the number of hops traversed by each packet, and thus the burden on other nodes serving as relays, one should increase the range r(n) of each node. However, the expression above is not an achievable upper bound as a function of r(n). We have neglected the reduction in capacity due to spatial concurrency constraints, since nodes within range of a receiver are required to be idle to avoid collisions which cause the loss of packets. In fact, the loss from increasing r(n) is quadratic due to the area of the con ict involved. Therefore the desire to reduce the multi-hop burden and the desire to increase spatial concurrency and frequency reuse are in con ict. It turns out that when we consider both issues together, we nd that we really need to reduce the value of r(n) to as small a value as possible. However, one cannot reduce the range r(n) to too small a value without losing connectivity. In a precursor result, see Gupta and Kumar 9] , the critical range for connectivity of networks formed by randomly located nodes on a disk in the plane has been determined. Consider the graph with random vertices uniformly and independently distributed in a disk of unit area. Join two vertices by an edge whenever they are within a distance of r(n) from each other. The critical radius for connectivity is q log n n in the sense that the graph with r(n) = q log n+ n n is connected with probability approaching one as n ! 1 if and only if n ! +1.
Even though the setting of the problem is very di erent, the proof of capacity in the ran-6 dom network case is somewhat reminiscent of traditional information theoretic arguments. It is in two parts. First we provide a constructive scheme to show that one can spatially and temporally schedule transmissions in a random graph so that when each randomly located node has a randomly chosen destination, each source-destination pair can indeed be guaranteed a \virtual channel" of capacity c p n log n bits/sec with probability approaching 1 as n ! 1, for an appropriate constant c > 0. We will show how to route tra c through the random graph so that no node is overloaded, and such that the capacity of each node is respected. The routing will have to be performed in such a way that the load is distributed evenly over the network. The construction of the routes between sources and their destinations uses randomization, again reminiscent of traditional information theory. The randomization is however not \uniform;" it is focused on moving packets towards their destinations using nearly straight line paths, with a more random last hop. Roughly speaking, the nearly straight line paths ensure that the routing is e cient, while the random last hops allow for a uniform distribution of the load of relaying packets from their sources to their destinations. The routing scheme will utilize a Voronoi tessellation of S 2 with some special properties. The size of each cell is chosen carefully in relation to the number of nodes. Every cell should also be neither too thin nor too fat. To show that the load is balanced uniformly over the entire network, we calculate the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension for certain geometrically de ned random variables on the plane and the sphere, which are connected with the tessellations and routes used. We will need to ensure that the routes are independently and identically distributed. This will require us to circumvent the possible pitfall that knowledge of one route provides information on the locations of the source, destination, and intermediate relay nodes, thus possibly introducing dependencies with other routes which may depend on the locations of these nodes.
For the converse result, the upper bound on the capacity of random networks of identical nodes, we actually prove a sharper result than (1) . We show that whenever one assures the existence of paths between origin and destination nodes with probability converging to one as n ! +1, there will be a c 0 < +1 such that lim n!1 Prob( (n) = c 0 C(n) is feasible ) = 0:
We extend the upper bound result above to allow for optimal placement of nodes as well optimal choice of the range of each transmission. We show that just three constraints { the length of routes, the usage of two-dimensional space by omni-directional transmissions, and the total number of nodes { are enough to force the capacity to be no more than O( 1 p n ).
The capacity result for random networks also holds for identical nodes uniformly distributed on a disk in the two-dimensional plane. In this case, routing hot-spots can occur at the center of the disk due to the presence of many shortest paths passing near the center. Nevertheless we show that the order of the capacity is exactly the same.
There are some implications of these results which designers may want to consider. The throughput obtained by each node for the tra c it wants to send to its destination diminishes like O 1 p n log n , in spite of the fact that it is capable of transmitting at a constant W bits/sec. This may be regarded as unacceptable by users when the number n of nodes is large. Perhaps designers should target their e orts at networks for smaller numbers of users, rather than try to develop large wireless networks.
Another implication concerns the power consumption by each node for transmission. The fraction of time that a modem is busy, whether relaying tra c or sending packets originating at the node, is only ( 1 log n ). Not only that, the scaled range of each transmission is about O( q log n n ). One more implication follows from the constructive proof of capacity. It shows that one can group the nodes into small clusters or \cells," where in each cluster only one node can carry all the burden of relaying multi-hop packets, if so desired. Thus a division of labor is possible, were this to be found pro table. Moreover, it would further reduce the transmission power consumed by the vast majority of other nodes. Also, dividing the channel into sub-channels does not help in increasing the order of the capacity of random networks of identical nodes. This may o er some suggestive guidelines for designers of routing protocols.
Yet another issue concerns the use of relay nodes 2 . Consider a set of n sources whose tra c needs are to be satis ed by a wireless network. Suppose that each source needs to be furnished a throughput level (n) for the totality of its needs. If these n source nodes form a wireless network just by themselves, then the throughput that can be furnished to each of them is only ( 1 p n log n ). However, if m additional identical nodes are deployed as pure relays in random positions, with no independent tra c needs of their own, i.e., they are not sources, then the throughput that can be furnished to each of the n sources is (
There is however a severe cost of providing this increase in throughput. The number of additional relay nodes that need to be deployed to gain an appreciable increase in capacity for the source nodes may be very large. When there are n = 100 active nodes, to make 2 We are grateful to Chip Elliott for raising this issue. 9 
A spatial tessellation
The constructive proof of the lower bound on capacity uses a Voronoi tessellation of the surface S 2 of the sphere.
Recall the de nition of a Voronoi tessellation, see Okabe, Boots and Sugihara 10]. Let fa 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a p g be a set of p points on S 2 (or any other set for that matter). The Voronoi cell V (a i ) is the set of all points which are closer to a i than to any of the other a j 's, i.e., V (a i ) := fx 2 S 2 : jx ? a i j = Min 1 j p jx ? a j jg:
Above and throughout, distances are measured on the surface S 2 of the sphere by segments of great circles connecting two points; see Stilwell 11] . The point a i is called the generator of the Voronoi cell V (a i ). Figure 2 shows an example of a tessellation of S 2 . Unfortunately, the surface of the sphere does not allow any regular tessellation where all cells look the same, except for the platonic solids; see Lyndon 12] . These latter tessellations cannot be made as ne as we need to make them. Moreover, our Voronoi tessellations will also need to be not too eccentrically shaped. We exhibit tessellations with these two special properties in the following lemma, the proof of which is constructive. Lemma 2.1 For every > 0, there is a Voronoi tessellation of S 2 with the property that every Voronoi cell contains a disk of radius and is contained in a disk of radius 2 .
Proof. Denote by D(x; ) a disk of radius centered at x. Choose a 1 as any point in S 2 .
Suppose that a 1 ; : : : ; a p have already been chosen such that the distance between any two a j 's is at least 2 . There are two cases to consider.
Suppose there is a point x such that D(x; ) does not intersect any S(a i ; ). Then x can be added to the collection: De ne a p+1 := x. Otherwise, we stop.
This procedure has to terminate in a nite number of steps since the addition of each a i removes the area of a disk of radius > 0 from S 2 . When we stop we will have a set of generators such that they are at least 2 units apart, and such that all other points on S 2 are within a distance of 2 from one of the generators. The Voronoi tessellation arising from this set of generators has the desired properties.
In the sequel we will use a Voronoi tessellation V n for which: (V.i) Every Voronoi cell contains a disk of area 100 log n n . Let (n) := radius of a disk of area 100 log n n on S 2 :
(V.ii) Every Voronoi cell is contained in a disk of radius 2 (n).
We will refer to each Voronoi cell V 2 V n as simply a \cell."
Adjacency and interference
Note that all Voronoi cells are polygons since they are formed as nite intersections of hemispheres on S 2 (or halfspaces in the case of R 2 ).
De nition: Adjacent Cells. Say that two cells are adjacent, if they share a common point. (Recall that every cell is a closed set).
Let us choose the range r(n) of each transmission so that r(n) = 8 (n):
This range allows direct communication within a cell and between adjacent cells:
Lemma 3.1 Every node in a cell can communicate directly with any node in its own cell, or any node in any adjacent cell.
Proof. The diameter of cells is bounded by 4 (n); see (V.ii). The range of a transmission is 8 (n). Thus the area covered by the transmission of a node includes adjacent cells.
De nition: Interfering Neighbors. We say that two cells are interfering neighbors if there is any point in one cell which is within a distance (2 + )r(n) of any point in the other cell.
As the name implies, the interpretation is this: If two cells are interfering neighbors, then there is the possibility that a transmission from one cell could collide with a transmission from the other cell. This causes the loss of both packets. Importantly, if two cells are not interfering neighbors, then a transmission from one cell could not possibly collide with any transmission from the other cell. 4 A bound on the number of interfering neighbors of a cell
An important property of the constructed Voronoi tessellation V n is that the number of interfering neighbors of a cell is bounded. This will be exploited in the next section in constructing a spatial transmission schedule which allows for a high degree of spatial concurrency and thus frequency reuse. From now on c i 's will be used to denote deterministic constants not depending on n.
Lemma 4.1 Every cell in V n has no more than c 1 interfering neighbors.
Proof. Let V be a Voronoi cell. If V 0 is an interfering neighboring Voronoi cell, there must be two points, one in V and the other in V 0 , which are no more than (2 + )r(n) units apart. From (V.ii), the diameter of a cell is bounded by 4 (n). Hence V 0 , and similarly every other interfering neighbor, must be contained within a common large disk D of radius 6 (n) + (2 + )r(n).
Such a disk D cannot contain more than c 2
disks of radius (n). By (V.i), there can therefore be no more than this number of cells within D. This therefore is an upper bound on the number of interfering neighbors of the cell V . The result follows from the magnitudes of (n) and r(n) chosen as in (3).
5 A bound on the length of an all cell inclusive transmission schedule
The bounded number of interfering neighbors for each cell allows the construction of a schedule with bounded length which allows one opportunity for each cell in the tessellation V n to transmit.
Lemma 5.1 There is a schedule for transmitting packets such that in every 1 + c 1 slots, each cell in the tessellation V n gets one slot in which to transmit, and such that no two transmissions ever collide.
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Proof. This follows from a well known fact about vertex coloring of graphs of bounded degree: A graph of degree no more than c 1 can have its vertices colored by using no more than 1 + c 1 colors, with no two neighboring vertices have the same color; see Bondy and Murthy 13] . One can therefore color the cells with no more than 1 + c 1 colors such that no two interfering neighbors have the same color. This gives a schedule of length at most 1+c 1 , where one can transmit one packet from each cell of the same color in a slot. 6 The source destination pairs
Each node wishes to communicate with the node nearest to a randomly chosen location.
Denote by X i the location of node i. We will often use X i to refer to the node itself.
Let Y i be a randomly chosen location such that X i and Y i are independently and uniformly distributed on S 2 , and that the sequence f(X i ; Y i )g n i=1 is i.i.d. The destination node X dest(i) for the tra c generated at node X i is chosen as the node X j which is closest to Y i .
Denote by L i the straight line segment connecting X i and Y i . Above, and in the rest of the paper, by a \straight line" segment we actually mean a segment of the great circle on the surface S 2 of the sphere; see 11].
There is one signi cant property enjoyed by the sequence of straight lines fL i g n i=1 .
Lemma 6.1 The random sequence of straight line segments fL i g n i=1 is i.i.d.
This has the powerful consequence of allowing us to apply the law of large numbers to the i.i.d. straight line segments. It will be useful since the route followed by each originationdestination pair will approximate the corresponding straight line segment, as described in the next section.
7 The routes of packets
We will choose the routes of packets to approximate these straight line segments. The straight line segment L i will intersect many cells in the tessellation V n . Let V i denote the particular cell which contains X i , and let V 0 i denote the particular cell which contains Y i . Packets originating at X i will be relayed from the cell V i to the cell V 0 i in a sequence of hops. In each hop, the packet is transferred from one cell to another in the order in which they intersect the line. (If two cells are both \next" cells, then either can be chosen arbitrarily). Finally, after reaching the cell V 0 i containing Y i , the packets will be sent on to their nal destination, which we shall show later in Section 8 to be no more than one hop away with high probability.
Note that this is a randomized algorithm for choosing routes. It can be thought of as a load balancing scheme with some rather powerful uniformity properties, as shown in Section 10.
Each cell contains at least one node
To make relaying of tra c from one cell to an adjacent cell feasible, we need to rst ensure that every cell V in V n contains at least one node. For this we use uniform convergence in the weak law of large numbers. Note that uniformity is required over all cells in V n .
We recall the following de nitions, see Vapnik First we will consider the case where F is the set of all disks on the plane. Later we will consider the case where the disks are located on S 2 . In the planar case we can make use of results from Euclidean geometry. The following result may perhaps be known already, though we have been unable to nd it in the literature. Proof. It is easy to see that there is a 3 point set that can be shattered by the set of disks.
An example is the set of vertices of an equilateral triangle.
Suppose there is a set fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g of four points that is shattered by the set of disks.
If any one of the x i 's lies in the convex hull of the other three points, then there is no disk which can contain the others without containing x i too. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that the convex hull of the four points is a quadrilateral.
Again, we obtain a contradiction as follows. Without loss of generality suppose that the angles of the quadrilateral at x 2 and x 4 sum to no more than 180 , i.e., This is a contradiction since the sum of the opposite angles of a cyclic quadrilateral is exactly 180 .
Now we address the problem of determining the VC-dimension of disks on the surface of a sphere. It is su cient for us to restrict attention to disks strictly smaller than hemispheres.
To convert results from the plane to S 2 , we use a mapping called the \inversion map" which maps the punctured surface of the sphere onto the plane. Since the radius of the sphere is immaterial for the remainder of this discussion, we consider a sphere of radius 1 2 , centered at the point (0; 0; ? 1 2 ). Let us refer to it temporarily as S 2 . Also let us refer to the plane z 3 = 1 as H. (i) It maps the punctured surface S 2 (i.e., S 2 except for the origin) onto the plane H. In fact each point z on S 2 is mapped to the point obtained by extending the ray from the origin to z until it hits the plane H.
(ii) f ?1 (z) = f(z).
(iii) It maps disks on S 2 not containing the origin into disks on the plane H. See Figure 4 .
For our purposes, the last property is most important. It is used in the following lemma. Proof. The proof parallels the contradiction argument of Lemma 8.1. Suppose that there is a set of 4 points fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 g which is shattered by such disks. They all have to be contained in a disk smaller than a hemisphere. Let x 1 and x 3 be opposite vertices of the quadrilateral formed. Since the set is shattered, there are two disks, each of radius less than that necessary to form a hemisphere, one of which contains x 1 and x 3 and excludes x 2 and x 4 , while the other contains x 2 and x 4 and excludes x 1 and x 3 . Since each disk is strictly less than a hemisphere, there is a point in the complement of their union. Rotate the sphere so that this point is at the top.
Without loss of generality we can scale the sphere so that its radius is 1 2 , and then translate it so that its top is at the origin. Applying the inversion map shows that there is a disk on the plane H which contains f(x 1 ) and f(x 3 ) and excludes f(x 2 ) and f(x 4 ), and another disk on H which contains f(x 2 ) and f(x 4 ) and excludes f(x 1 ) and f(x 3 ).
However, we have seen the impossibility of this happening on the plane in Lemma 8.1.
Since each cell V in the tessellation V n contains a disk of area 100 log n n (from V.i), we can appeal to uniform convergence in the law of large numbers: Lemma 8.3 There is a sequence (n) ! 0 such that Prob (Every cell V 2 V n contains a node) 1 ? (n):
Proof. Let ) :
This is satis ed when (n) = (n) = 50 log n n :
Since each cell V in V n contains a disk of area 100 log n n , we have Prob (Number of nodes in V 50 log n; for every V 2 V n ) > 1 ? (n):
The result follows.
Hence every cell in V n contains at least one node to relay the tra c (with probability exceeding 1 ? 50 log n n ). Moreover every such node has enough range to communicate withall nodes in any adjacent cell (see Lemma 3.1). Hence packets can be relayed from one cell intersecting a line L i to the next cell intersecting the line. Hence the routing scheme given above can indeed work as planned with probability exceeding 1 ? 50 log n n . From now on we will use the phrase \with high probability," abbreviated as whp, to stand for \with probability exceeding 1 ? (n) where (n) ! 0."
The multi-hop relaying scheme can therefore function as planned whp. 9 The mean number of routes served by each cell
Recall that the straight line L i connects X i and Y i , where X i and Y i are independently and uniformly distributed on S 2 . By our assumption (V.ii) on the tessellation V n , each cell V 2 V n is contained in a disk of radius no more than q 400 log n n . (Note that the area of a disk of radius on S 2 is less than 2 ). This allows us to bound the probability that a line L i intersects a given cell V in V n .
Lemma 9.1 For every line L i and cell V 2 V n , Prob (Line L i intersects V ) c 3 s log n n :
Proof. As noted above, from property (V.ii) of the tessellation every cell V 2 V n is contained in a disk of radius q 400 log n n . If X i lies at a distance x from the disk, then the angle subtended at X by the disk is no more than c 4 x q log n n . The area of the sector so formed is no more than c 5 2 . If Y i does not lie in this sector, then the line L i joining X i and Y i cannot intersect the disk containing the cell V . Hence, for a point X i at a distance x from the disk of radius q 400 log n n containing the cell V , the probability that the line connecting X i and Y i intersects the disk is no more than c 6 x q log n n .
Since X i is uniformly distributed on S 2 , the probability density that it is at a distance x from the disk is bounded above by 2c 7 To do this we make use of the critical property that the sequence f(X i ; Y i )g is i.i.d. Hence, so are the straight lines L i . This allows us to exploit uniform convergence in the law of large numbers.
Recall that each cell V 2 V n is contained in a disk of radius 2 (n). We will bound the number of great circles C i intersecting such disks of radius 2 (n). This is clearly an upper bound on the number of lines L i passing through cells.
We transform the problem of counting \intersections" of disks of radius with great circles into a \shattering" problem as follows. For every point z on S 2 let F(z) denote the (unique) great circle containing all points equidistant from it. This is akin to associating an equator with a pole.
Given a great circle C, the inverse of this map is not well de ned since every equator has two poles. However, we arbitrarily choose one of these two poles and designate it as the inverse F ?1 (C).
Consider a disk D of radius centered at a point z on S 2 . Let F(D) := x2D F(x) denote the set of all points which are within a distance from F(z); it is a band of width 2 around the great circle F(z). See Figure 5 . On the other hand, the rate at which each cell needs to transmit is less than c 3 (n) p n log n whp.
With high probability, this rate can be accommodated by all cells if it is less than the rate available, i.e., if c 3 (n) q n log n W 1 + c 1 : Moreover, within a cell, the tra c to be handled by the entire cell can be handled by any one node in the cell, since each node can transmit at rate W bits/sec whenever necessary. In fact one can even designate one node in each cell as a \relay" node. This node can handle all the tra c needing to be relayed. The other nodes can simply serve as sources or sinks.
We have proved the following theorem. It should be noted that this throughput level is attained by our constructive scheme without any need for subdividing the wireless channel into sub-channels of smaller capacity.
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12 Asymptotic probability of an isolated node From 9] we know that a necessary condition for connectivity whp for the problem of n nodes strewn on a disk of unit area in the plane is r(n) = q log n+ n n , where n ! +1.
The S 2 setting here requires a slightly di erent treatment. The area of a disk of radius r on S 2 is not r 2 . A saving grace in comparison to a disk on the plane is that there is no need to consider the tedious issue of edge e ects.
Another subtle issue is that we may not need connectivity of the entire graph. Strictly speaking, we only need that every source be able to communicate with its chosen destination. What we will show below is that disconnectedness manifests itself by the presence of isolated nodes. These nodes will then be unable to communicate with any other node. Hence the absence of isolated nodes is indeed a necessary condition for feasibility of any throughput.
We recall two results from 9]. Lemma 12.2 If r 2 (n) = log n+ n , then, for any xed < 1 and for all su ciently large n n(1 ? r 2 (n)) n?1 e ? :
Given the n nodes, denote by G(n; r(n)) the graph which results from connecting nodes separated by a distance less than r(n) by an edge. Let P (k) (n; r(n)); k = 1; 2; : : : denote the probability that a graph G(n; r(n)) has at least one order-k component, i.e., a set of k nodes which form a connected set, but which are not connected with any other node. Also, let P d (n; r(n)) denote the probability that G(n; r(n)) is disconnected.
The main necessary condition for the absence of a single isolated node, and consequently also for connectivity, is the following.
Lemma 12.3 If r 2 (n) = log n+ n n where lim n!1 n = < +1, then lim inf n!1 P (1) (n; r(n)) Proof. Consider rst the case where r 2 (n) = log n+ n for a xed . Consider P (1) (n; r(n)), the probability that G(n; r(n)) has at least one order-1 component. Then P (1) (n; r(n)) n X i=1 P(fi is the only isolated node in G(n; r(n))g) n X i=1 P(fi is an isolated node in G(n; r(n))g) ? X j6 =i P(fi and j are isolated nodes in G(n; r(n))g)
P(fi and j are isolated in G(n; r(n))g): (4) Next we compute the area A(r) of a disk of radius r on S 2 . Note that the radius of the sphere itself is r 0 = 1 
Now P(fi is isolated in G(n; r(n))g) = (1 ? A(r(n))) n?1 > (1 ? r 2 (n)) n?1 :
Also, P(fi and j isolated in G(n; r(n))g) < (A(2r(n)) ? A(r(n)))(1 ? 3 2 A(r(n))) n?2
where the rst term on the RHS above takes into account the case where the distance between i and j is between r(n) and 2r(n). Substituting (7) and (8) in (4) and using (6), we get P (1) (n; r(n)) n(1 ? r 2 (n)) n?1 ? n(n ? 1) (3 r 2 (n) + 2 r 4 (n)
3 )(1 ? 3 2 ( r 2 (n) ? 2 r 4 (n)=3)) n?2 + (1 ? 2( r 2 (n) ? 2 r 4 (n)=3)) n?2 :
Using Lemmas 12.1 and 12.2, for r 2 (n) = log n+ n , and any xed < 1 and ; 0 > 0, we have P (1) (n; r(n)) e ? ? n(n ? 1) 3(1 + 0 ) r 2 (n)e ? 3 2 (n?2) r 2 (n) + (1 + 0 )e ?2(n?2) r 2 (n) e ? ? (1 + ) e ?2 for all n > N( ; ; ):
Now, replace by n where lim n!1 n = . Then, for any > 0, n + for all n N 0 ( ). Also, the probability of an isolated node is monotone decreasing in . Hence P (1) (n; r(n)) e ?( + ) ? ( Since this holds for all > 0 and < 1, and since P (1) (n; r(n)) P d (n; r(n)), the results follow.
Corollary 12.1 The asymptotic probability that graph G(n; r(n)) has an isolated node and is disconnected is strictly positive if r 2 (n) = log n+ n n and lim sup n n < +1. 13 An upper bound on capacity of random networks of identical nodes Suppose node X i in Figure 7 transmits to node X j on a the m-th sub-channel. Then jX i ? X j j r(n). Also no other node within a distance (1 + )r(n) of X i can be simultaneously receiving a di erent transmission on the same sub-channel. Thus, there can be no other receiver simultaneously receiving another transmission successfully in the disk of radius r(n) centered at X j . The minimum separation distance between receivers on sub-channel m is therefore r(n). Hence disks of radius r(n) 2 centered at each receiver on the m-th sub-channel are disjoint. Since the area of each such disk is c 9 2 r 2 (n) 4 , it follows that the network can support no more than 4 c 9 2 r 2 (n) simultaneous transmissions on the m-th sub-channel, each of W m bits/sec. Adding all the transmissions taking place at the same time over all the M sub-channels, we see that they cannot total more than r(n) . Since each source generates (n) bits/sec, there are n sources, and each bit needs to be relayed on the average by at least L?o(n) r(n) nodes, it follows that the total number of bits/sec served by the entire network needs to be at least (L?o(n))n (n) r(n) .
For stability, we therefore need
Thus, (n) c 10 nr(n) :
From the previous section we know that r(n) > q log n n is necessary to guarantee connectivity 29 whp. Hence we obtain the following upper bound on the capacity of random networks of identical nodes: Theorem 13.1 There is a deterministic constant c 0 < +1, not depending on n, such that if (n) is feasible, then (n) c 0 p n log n :
Note that the number of sub-channels is irrelevant.
Combining Theorems 11.1 and 13.1 proves that the capacity of random wireless networks of identical nodes on S 2 is ( 1 p n log n ).
14 Capacity on a disk in the two-dimensional plane
The reader may wonder if the capacity is much di erent when the network is located on a disk in the two-dimensional plane, rather than on the surface of a sphere. The key issue is whether hot spots created at the center of the domain by several origin-destination pairs routing their tra c through the center will make it a bottleneck. The answer is no. The order of the capacity is unchanged.
Clearly the argument for the upper bound c 0 p n log n on capacity still holds, in view of the same necessary condition on the radius for connectivity, see 9].
The critical issue is to show that this capacity can indeed be achieved. We show this by using the same tessellation based scheme as on S 2 . Let G be the disk of unit area on the plane on which the nodes are randomly located. Note that just as on S 2 , the probability that a randomly chosen line on G intersects a disk of radius 2 (n) is no more than c 3 q log n n .
This applies even to disks of radius 2 (n) in the center of G. Thus, no unduly hot spots are expected to occur at the center of the domain G.
The key result to show however is that with high probability no hot spots are created anywhere. That is, we need to show the analog of Lemma 10.3 that the number of lines intersecting every cell is less than c 3 p n log n whp. Lemma 10.1 and Corollary 10.1 are not applicable any more since we are not on S 2 . However we can circumvent this problem as follows.
We map G into a large sphere of radius M by using an inversion map f( ). Consider a straight line L on G. Let f(L) denote the curve on S 2 which is the image of the line, and let g(L) denote the corresponding geodesic on S 2 connecting the two end points. When M is large enough, every such f(L) deviates from g(L) by no more than a distance (n). That is, the distortion between the images of straight lines on the disk and the geodesics is very small.
Consider now a cell V G of the tessellation V n of G. It is contained in a disk D of radius 2 (n). This disk is mapped into another disk A = f(D) S 2 . Let A 0 S 2 be a disk in S 2 with the same center as A, but with a radius 2 (n) larger than that of A. It follows that a straight L i on G intersects the disk D only if the corresponding geodesic g(L i ) on S 2 intersects the disk A 0 . (The reason is that the enlargement of the radius of A accounts for the distortion involved in replacing the images of straight line by geodesics). We have already shown in Section 10 that the uniform law of large numbers holds for the probability of randomly chosen geodesics intersecting disks. Mapping back into D on the plane shows that the uniform upper bound on the number of straight lines passing through the disks of radius 2 (n) applies with high probability.
Thus the same order for the capacity continues to hold. Theorem 14.1 The capacity of random wireless networks of identical nodes located on a disk in the plane is ( 1 p n log n ).
31
In this section we show that even if the nodes are optimally placed and if they choose the range of each transmission optimally, still the throughput cannot exceed O( 1 p n ). Also, it does not matter whether the channel is subdivided into M separate sub-channels as long as the total capacity is still W bits/sec.
Consider the following (nearly) minimal set of assumptions:
(A.i) There are n nodes arbitrarily located in a disk of unit area on the plane. (The results carry over to any domain in R 2 which is the closure of its interior).
(A.ii) The network transports nT bits over T seconds.
(A.iii) The average distance between the source and destination of a bit is L. (A.vi) If a node X i transmits to another node X j located at a distance of r units on a certain sub-channel in a certain slot, then there can be no other receiver within a radius of r around X j on the same sub-channel in the same slot. 
Note now that in any slot at most n=2 nodes can transmit. Hence for any sub-channel m and any slot s, 
Now note that if nodes X i and X j are both receiving transmissions over the same subchannel m in the same slot s, over hops of length r and r 0 , respectively, then from (A.vi), jX i ? X j j Maxf r; r 0 g: Hence disks of radius times half the lengths of hops centered at the respective receivers over the same sub-channel in the same slot are disjoint. Allowing for edge e ects where a node is near the periphery of the domain, and noting that a range greater than the diameter of the domain is unnecessary, we see that at least a quarter of such a disk is within the domain. Since at most W m bits can be carried in slot s from a receiver to a transmitter over the m-th sub-channel, we have This can be rewritten as,
